COMPREHENSIVE REFERENCE GUIDE
(Last updated September 2007)

The following are guidelines for general reference style:
·

List references in alphabetical order by the lead author’s last name.

·

If you cannot find an author in the reference list who is cited in text, or if the author is cited in
text but not listed in the references, insert an author query.

·

The spelling of the author(s) name(s) and the year of publication should match in the text
citation and in the reference list. The Edit Express citation checker should catch any
discrepancies.

·

Make sure that AMS reference titles are in AMS house style.

·

Do not edit non-AMS reference titles to adhere to AMS style. (These titles are published by
companies that have styles different from ours.) Make sure that non-AMS references are in the
correct format, and change only obvious typographical errors.

·

Attempt to provide missing information for AMS or AGU references. (Recent AGU articles
can be easily checked online at http://www.agu.org/pubs/search_options.shtml .) Otherwise,
query the author to provide missing information.

Authors
· There should be spaces between the initials of authors’ names (E. M. Forster, not E.M.).
· Sr., Jr., and III, etc. are only preceded by a comma when part of the lead author’s name.
· We use serial commas, so a comma always precedes “and.”
· If initials don’t match exactly (N. Smith and N. H. Smith), query to see if it’s the same author.
· For names that include van/von/van der/de/du, and so forth: follow author’s use of
capitalization. Do not enforce lowercase. Note that we make a special exception for the author
Huug van den Dool: set as “Huug van den Dool” when listed as one of the authors of a
paper, but “Van den Dool” in in-text citations and reference lists. (This follows guidelines laid
out in Chicago 8.13: “Particles van, van den, ter, and the like are lowercased when full names are
given but usually capitalized when only the last name is used.”)
· Watch out for the following author names:
*
*
*
*

Edgar L Andreas (no period after “L”)
Harshvardhan (one name only)
LinHo (no space)
P. Ya. Groisman (not P. Y. Groisman, because “Ya” is a single Russian letter)

Titles
· Recent AMS journal articles that come in a series should be listed by roman numerals, not
Arabic—e.g., Part I, Part II.
· If you are editing a multipart paper, make sure the other paper(s) is (are) referenced and cited.
Insert reference if possible; otherwise, query the author to provide the reference.
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·

·

Words on our word list now may not have been the rule before 1993 (such as time scale being
open). A title of ours from a while back should appear as it was published, so be careful when
making changes—don’t force current AMS style on old titles in the refs.
A paper cannot be referenced in its own reference section

Journals
· Single-word journals are not abbreviated (Science, Nature, Weather….)
· Issue numbers should be struck from references; exceptions would be J. Geophys. Res. (see p. 12
for an example), or in cases where each issue starts with p. 1. Query author if you are unsure.
· Use CASSI to find most journal abbreviations. CASSI has a ton of journals, but she doesn’t
have everything and we don’t agree with her all the time. Here are some places where you
should deviate from CASSI’s suggestions.
Where AMS Differs from CASSI
Word
CASSI
AMS
American
Am.
Amer.
Climate
Clim.
Climate
Meteorological Meteorol.
Meteor.
Japan
Jpn.
Japan
Royal
R.
Roy.
·
·

·

CASSI does not list the journal Physica D. We set the journal all italic, as written in the previous
sentence.
We set the journal Philos. Trans. Roy. Soc. London with the series letter as part of the volume, not
part of the journal—e.g., Philos. Trans. Roy. Soc. London, A200, 1200–1214 (see p. 12).
Note that the journal Annual Review of Fluid Mechanics is abbreviated Annu. Rev. Fluid Mech.

Year/volume match
· It is very frustrating for a reader to find a volume number does not correspond to the correct
year, or vice versa. In addition, AMS journals cannot be found in the online archive if
information is mismatched. Check all of our journals for year/vol. at copyediting and proof
stage. Here’s a chart to help: W:\DepartmentData\PUBS\MISC\volume.xls.
· These AMS journals have changed names over the years:

JAS
Journal of Meteorology
(1944–1961)
Journal of the Atmospheric Sciences
(1962–present)

JAMC
Journal of Applied Meteorology
(1962–1982)
Journal of Climate and Applied Meteorology
(1983–1987)
Journal of Applied Meteorology
(1988–2005)
Journal of Applied Meteorology and Climatology
(2006–present)

Pages
· Total pages are needed for books, reports, technical documents, and dissertations.
· Page ranges are required for book chapters, articles, and preprints/proceedings/abstracts.
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·
·
·

The mark designating range should be an en dash (–), not a hyphen (-).
4-digit numbers are written without a comma or a space: 8734–8742.
5-digit numbers are written with a space: 12 856–12 878. Please use the Edit Express “thin
space” (ThSp).

Submitted or In Press?
· This distinction is an important one: a submitted paper may still be in the review process, may
be going through revisions, and/or may ultimately be rejected for publication. A paper “in
press” is a sure thing, though volume and page range are not yet known. Do not change the
year of a submitted paper in either the reference or citation: if the paper is still in this stage by
the time we go to press, it’s crucial to show the year the author submitted his work. This is
confusing at best, so here’s a chart to help:W:\DepartmentData\PUBS\MISC\SubInPress.doc
(or http://www.ametsoc.org/intranet/pubs/styledocs/references/footnotes/subinpress.html).
Personal Communications and Unpublished Manuscripts
· Citations from a personal communication or an unpublished manuscript should appear in-text
only, not in the references. Poster presentations that are not available either in print or online
fall under this category as well. See p. 3 of the citation guide for more info.
“Available from” addresses
· Because of the plethora of information available online, physical addresses are no longer
required unless the entry is for an extremely old or rare/hard-to-find source. Use your own
judgment when querying the author for addresses, whether physical or Web-based, since
adding material at proof stage is expensive and time consuming.
Abbreviations
· The following are the abbreviations (and capitalizations) for book, chapter, report, and other
standard
Conference
Conf.
references:
edition
ed.
Editor / Editors
Ed. / Eds.
International
Int.
Memorandum
Memo.
Proceedings
Proc.
revised edition
rev. ed.
second
2nd (for editions of books)
Symposium
Symp.
Technical Report
Tech. Rep.
third
3rd (for editions of books)
Volume
Vol.
·

American Meteorological Society is always abbreviated to Amer. Meteor. Soc.

·

American Geophysical Union is always abbreviated to Amer. Geophys. Union
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How to order multiple papers by the same author:
(Note: A 2-em dash replaces the name of the author or authors for successive works attributed
to the same person or people. TSP will add the dash at proof stage. )

MULTIPLE PAPERS BY THE SAME AUTHOR
Examples:
1. One author, chronologically

Smith, H. J., 1990:
_______, 1992:

·

If two or more papers by the same author
also have the same year, a distinguishing
letter (a, b, c, etc.) is added after the year.

_______, 1993a:
_______, 1993b:

2. Two authors, chronologically

_______, and M.-H. Xiao, 1976:
_______, and _______, 1978:

·

·

If references have the same year but the
second author differs, order alphabetically
by second author. (Note though that if it is
a multipart paper, Part I should always
precede Part II.)

_______, and L. T. Roberts, 1979:

If references have the same year and the
same second author, make sure there is a
distinguishing letter (a, b, c, etc.)

_______, and L. T. Roberts, 1980a:

3. Three or more authors, chronologically
(Whether there are three authors or seven,
they are always ordered chronologically)

_______, and J. Washington, 1979:

_______, and _______, 1980b:
_______, H. W. Poor, S. Hellerman, P.
Gannon, and M. DeMaria, 1970:
_______, R. Holle, and P. Gannon, 1976:

·

If there are nine or more authors, list the
lead author, followed by “and Coauthors”

_______, and Coauthors, 1984:

·

If references have the same year,
_______, R. Holle, and P. Gannon, 1990a:
alphabetize by author and make sure there _______, H. W. Poor, S. Hellerman, P.
is a distinguishing letter (a, b, c, etc.). (Note
Gannon, and M. DeMaria, 1990b:
though that if it is a multipart paper, Part I
should always precede Part II.)
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WHAT IS THE REFERENCE FORMAT FOR A…

JOURNAL ARTICLE
Author(s), publication year: Article title. Journal Name (abbreviated, italic), volume number (bold),
page range.
·

Hubert, L. F., and L. F. Whitney Jr., 1971: Wind estimation from geostationary satellite
pictures. Mon. Wea. Rev., 99, 665–672.

·

Sonnerup, R. E., 2001: On the relations among CFC derived water mass ages. Geophys. Res.
Lett., 28, 1739–1742.

Journal article with DOI
Author(s), publication year: Article title. Journal Name (abbreviated, italic), volume number (bold),
citation number, DOI code (set lowercase, with no space between “doi:” and the code).
·

Meixner, T., L. A. Bastidas, H. V. Gupta, and R. C. Bales, 2002: Multicriteria parameter
estimation of models of stream chemical composition. Water Resour. Res., 38, 1027,
doi:10.1029/2000WR000112.

Note: All AGU articles published after 2002 are set this way. AGU DOI resolvers are available
online at http://www.agu.org/pubs/doifind.html or
http://www.agu.org/pubs/search_options.html.
A more general DOI resolver is available at http://dx.doi.org.

Note: If given both a doi and page numbers, delete the doi.
·

For AGU journals (doi:10.1029/), keep doi and look up citation number.

·

For Springer journals, like Climate Dyn., look up doi at http://dx.doi.org/ and use
the page range instead of doi in the reference.

BOOK
Author(s), publication year: Book Title (italic). Publisher, total pages.
·

Oke, T. R., 1979: Boundary Layer Climates. John Wiley and Sons, 372 pp.

BOOK EDITION
Author(s), publication year: Title (italic). Edition number. Publisher, total pages.
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·

Chorin, A. J., and J. E. Marsden, 1993: A Mathematical Introduction to Fluid Dynamics. 3rd ed.
Springer-Verlag, 169 pp.

CHAPTER OF A BOOK
Author(s), publication year: Chapter title. Book Title (italic), Editor(s), Publisher, page range.
·

Kauranne, T., 1990: An introduction to parallel processing in meteorology. The Dawn of
Massively Parallel Processing in Meteorology, G. R. Hoffman and D. K. Maretis, Eds., SpringerVerlag, 3–20.

MULTIVOLUME BOOK

Citing one volume by title of complete work
Author(s), publication year: Title of Complete Work (italic). Volume number. Publisher, total pages.
·

Courant, R., and D. Hilbert, 1953: Methods of Mathematical Physics. Vol. 1. Wiley-Interscience, 560
pp.

Citing one volume by volume title
Author(s), publication year: Volume Title (italic). Volume number. Title of Complete Work (italic),
Publisher, total pages.
·

Petterssen, S., 1956: Motion and Motion Systems. Vol. 2, Weather Analysis and Forecasting, McGrawHill, 428 pp.

CHAPTER OF A MULTIVOLUME BOOK
Author(s), publication year: Chapter title. Volume title (italic), Editor(s), volume number, Title of
Complete Work (italic), Publisher, page range.
·

Tukey, J. W., 1993: The problem of multiple comparisons. Multiple Comparisons: 1948–1983,
H. I. Braun, Ed., Vol. VIII, The Collected Works of John W. Tukey, Chapman Hall, 1–300.

SERIES
Author(s), publication year: Title (italic). Title of Series, volume number, Publisher, total pages.
·

Andrews, D. G., J. R. Holton, and C. B. Leovy, 1987: Middle Atmosphere Dynamics. International
Geophysical Series, Vol. 40, Academic Press, 489 pp.

CHAPTER OF A VOLUME IN A SERIES
Author, year: Chapter title. Volume Title, Editor(s), Series Title, Vol. #, Publisher, page range.
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·

Hartmann, D. L., 1993: Radiative effects of clouds on earth’s climate. Aerosol–Cloud–Climate
Interactions, P. V. Hobbs, Ed., International Geophysical Series, Vol. 54, Academic Press, 151–
173.

MONOGRAPH
Author(s), publication year: Article title. Monograph Title (italic), Monograph Name (abbreviated, italic),
monograph number, Publisher, page range.
·

Braham, R. R., Jr., 1981: Urban precipitation processes. METROMEX: A Review and Summary,
Meteor. Monogr., No. 40, Amer. Meteor. Soc., 75–116.

Or, to cite the entire monograph:
·

Seidov, D., B. J. Haupt, and M. Maslin, Eds., 2001: The Oceans and Rapid Climate Change: Past,
Present, and Future. Geophys. Monogr., Vol. 126, Amer. Geophys. Union, 294 pp.
* Note that Geophys. Monogr. goes by volume numbers rather than monograph numbers.

REPORT/NOTE/MEMO
Author(s), publication year: Report/Note/Memo Title. Report/Note/Memo Name and number,
total pages.
Optional information: publishing institution and city and state/country; NTIS number; address
from which report/note/memo can be obtained. [Note: If address is included, it should be the
complete mailing address. Include addressee, institution/company, city, state/country, and postal
code.]
·

Gannon, P. T., 1978: Influences of earth surface and cloud properties in the south Florida sea
breeze. NOAA Tech. Rep. ERL402-NHELM2, 91 pp. [NTIS PB-297398.]

·

Anthes, R. A., E.-Y. Hsie, and Y.-H. Kuo, 1987: Description of the Penn State/NCAR
Mesoscale Model Version 4 (MM4). NCAR Tech. Note NCAR/TN-282+STR, 66 pp.

·

Chen, T. C., 1979: On the kinetic energy of the divergent and nondivergent flow in the
atmosphere. Tech. Memo. to the National Science Foundation, Grant GA-161660, Iowa State
University, Ames, IA, 143 pp.

DISSERTATION/THESIS
Author(s), publication year: Dissertation/thesis title. Dissertation/thesis, Thesis Department
(needed only if M.S. thesis), University, total pages.
·

Hirschberg, P., 1988: The saline flow into the Atlantic. M.S. thesis, Dept. of Oceanographic
Studies, The Pennsylvania State University, 207 pp.
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Optional information: Address from which the dissertation/thesis is available. [Note: Please
provide the complete mailing address. Include addressee, institution/company, city, state/country,
and postal code.]
(examples on next page)
· Cheng, X., 1993: Linear and nonlinear aspects of Northern Hemisphere wintertime variability
in the 500 mb height field. Ph.D. dissertation, University of Washington, 180 pp. [Available
from University Microfilm, 305 N. Zeeb Rd., Ann Arbor, MI 48106.]
·

Estournel, C., 1988: Etude de la phase nocturne de la couche limite atmospherique. These
doctorat d’etat 1361, Université Paul Sabatier, 161 pp. [Available from Université Paul Sabatier,
118 route de Narbonne 31062, Toulouse, France.]

CONFERENCE PREPRINTS/PROCEEDINGS/EXTENDED ABSTRACTS
Author(s), publication year: Article title. Preprints,/Proc./Extended Abstracts, Conference Title, volume
or report number (if included), city and state/province (if Canada)/country where the meeting was
held, sponsor, page range.
·

Lhermitte, R., and M. Gilet, 1976: Acquisition and processing of tri-Doppler radar data.
Preprints, 17th Conf. on Radar Meteorology, Seattle, WA, Amer. Meteor. Soc., 1–6.

·

Keighton, S., J. Jackson, J. Guyer, and J. Peters, 2007: A preliminary analysis of severe quasilinear mesoscale convective systems crossing the Appalachians. Preprints, 22nd Conf. on Weather
Analysis and Forecasting, Park City, UT, Amer. Meteor. Soc., P2.18.

·

Riley, J. J., R. W. Metcalfe, and M. A. Weisman, 1981: Direct numerical simulations of
homogeneous turbulence in density-stratified fluids. Proc. AIP Conf. on Nonlinear Properties of
Internal Waves, Houston, TX, American Institute of Physics, 79–112.

·

Fukuta, N., H. S. Chang, J. L. Sutherland, and D. A. Griffith, 1984: Comparative airborne tests
of vapor-activated methaldehyde and silver iodide particles in supercooled stratus clouds.
Extended Abstracts, Ninth Conf. on Weather Modification, Park City, UT, Amer. Meteor. Soc., 6–7.

Conference Preprints/Proceedings/Extended Abstracts on CD-ROM or Online
Author(s), publication year: Article title. Preprints,/Proc./Extended Abstracts, Conference Title, city and
state/province/country where the meeting was held, sponsor, paper number.
·

Kuji, M., and T. Nakajima, 2002: Retrieval of cloud geometrical parameters using remote
sensing data. Preprints, 11th Conf. on Cloud Physics, Ogden, UT, Amer. Meteor. Soc., JP1.7.

Note: “CD-ROM” no longer needs to be included before the paper number, as a paper number
indicates to the reader that the article is either online or on CD. Also, to fill in missing information
for an AMS conference, try looking at the following:
http://ams.confex.com/ams/htsearch.cgi
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W:\DepartmentData\PUBS\Style\ConfSeriesWithPublications.xls

ATLAS
Author(s), publication year: Atlas Title (italic). Publisher, total pages.
Optional information: Map title, folio number(s), plate number(s), number of microfiche.
·

Bumpus, D. F., and L. M. Lauzier, 1965: Surface circulation on the continental shelf off
eastern North America between Newfoundland and Florida. Serial Atlas of the Marine
Environment, American Geographical Society, Folio 7, Plate 8, 4 pp.

WEB, INTERNET, OR OTHER ELECTRONIC REFERENCE
Although referred to as “nonstandard references,” Web sites and other electronic media are
becoming more customary all the time. Cite these types of documents as best you can, remembering
the reader’s accessibility to the information may shift in the future.
Note: We use the phrase “available online at” for Web addresses.

Web site
Author(s)/Authoring Organization, year cited (explicitly noted): Document name. [Address from
which available online.]
·

American Meteorological Society, cited 2006: AMS guidelines for preparing references.
[Available online at http://www.ametsoc.org/pubs/refstyl.html.]

Software
Author(s)/Authoring Group, year: Software Edition or Version. Company/Organization that holds
the rights to the software.
·

Smith, J., 1991: FORTRAN H-extended Version 2.3. IBM.

CD-ROM
Author(s), year: Section/Article title. CD-ROM Title, Vol. number, Publisher/Rights Holder, CDROM disk number (if applicable).
·

Abrams, I. A., H. Nagel, and K. O. Wilson, 1996: Gray areas. AMS TE’s Favorite Edits, Vol. 3,
Amer. Meteor. Soc., CD-ROM disk 6.

TRANSLATIONS
These examples will give you a foundation from which to work. If editors are provided, add them in
parentheses after the main body of info, as the second example below shows.
·

Kagan, R. L., 1979: Averaging of Meteorological Fields (in Russian). Gidrometeoizdat, 212 pp.

·

Shor, N. Z., 1985: Minimization Methods for Nondifferentiable Functions. Springer-Verlag, 162 pp.
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(Translated from Russian by K. C. Kiwiel and A. Ruszczynski.)
·

Gandin, L. S., 1963: Objective Analysis of Meteorological Fields (in Russian). Gidrometeoizdat, 238
pp.

·

Gandin, L. S., 1965: Objective Analysis of Meteorological Fields. Israel Program for Scientific
Translations, 242 pp.
Both versions of the Gandin ref are correct; the first is the original and the latter is the Israeli
translation.

·

Radon, J., 1917: Über die Bestimmung von Funktionen durch ihre Integralwerte längs gewisser
Mannigfaltigkeiten. Math.-Phys. Kl., 69, 262–267. [For English translation see
Dean, S. R., 1983: The Radon Transform and Some of Its Applications. John Wiley and Sons, 204–
217.]

·

Kolmogorov, A. N., 1954: On the persistence of conditionally periodic motions under a small
change of the Hamilton function. Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR, 98, 525–530. (English translation in
G. Casati and J. Ford, 1979: Stochastic behavior in classical and quantum Hamiltonian systems.
Lect. Notes Phys., 93, 51–56.)

CORRIGENDA
Put corrigenda information at the end of the entry. Use a semicolon, as shown below:
·

…57, 234–237; Corrigendum, 58, 303.

Please note that these references should be tagged as <other>. The first part of the reference will be
colored as usual <jrn> style and then from the semicolon to the end will be left as plain text.

SUPPLEMENTAL ISSUES
If a supplemental issue is being referenced, put “Suppl.” in parens after the volume.
·

Rev. Geophys., 33 (Suppl.), 19–24.

Format for citing BAMS electronic supplements:
·

Author, date: Title. Bull. Amer. Meteor. Soc., Vol. (Suppl.), doi:10.1175/BAMS-vol#-issue#-pg#.
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SPECIAL ISSUES
If a standard journal article reference includes special issue info (such as the title of the special issue),
simply delete it and leave the usual fields. If citing an entire special issue, there is no need for a
separate reference. Refer to special issues in running text this way:
·

In a special issue of the Journal of Climate (2000, Vol. 13, No. 6) devoted to…”

If the mention is parenthetical, do this:
·

“…(Goddard et al. 1982; see special issue of Radio Science, 1984, Vol. 19, No. 1)…”

NEWSPAPERS
Newspaper articles are not always listed in the reference section, and frequently are mentioned only
parenthetically in the running text. However, if an author has provided a complete reference, then it
should be retained in the reference section.
Note that Chicago recommends that The in a newspaper’s name should not be retained.

Newspaper reference:
·

Stevens, W. K., 1997: Experts on climate change ponder: How urgent is it? New York Times, 9
September, 1st ed., C1.

Including the edition and section is usually more helpful than the page number, since the pagination
can change with different editions. We do not include p. or pp. to indicate the page number.

Newspaper citation in running text:
·

At the time, it was regarded as possibly the worst such event to hit the region since the Dust
Bowl years of the 1930s (New York Times, 20 May 1996).

REFERENCE BOOKS
Citations to well-known reference books are usually not listed in the reference section. Instead, an
entry is made either parenthetically in the text, or as a footnote (See Chicago 15.293).
Note that s.v. is from the Latin for “under the word” (sub verbo).
·

Encyclopedia Britannica, 11th ed., s.v. "original package"

·

Webster’s New International Dictionary, 3d ed., s.v. "epistrophe"

·

Dictionary of American Biography, s.v. "Wadsworth, Jeremiah"
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EDIT EXPRESS REFERENCE TAGGING GUIDELINES
Edit Express assigns various tags to individual references:
<jrn> for journal article
<bok> for book, book edition, multivolume book, or series
<edb> for chapter of a book, multivolume book, or series
<ths> for thesis or dissertation
<conf> for conference preprints, proceedings, or extended abstracts
<eref> for electronic documents
<other> for monograph, report, atlas, data serials, or unrefereed newsletters
However, the only tags that are actually used in the XML conversion are <jrn> and <bok>;
everything else falls under the <other> category. Thus when editing references, <jrn> and <bok>
are the only tags that need to be correctly identified either by Edit Express or using an “Instruction
to Composition.” (So, e.g., if a report is incorrectly identified by Edit Express as a <bok>, the tag
should be changed to <other>; but if a conference is identified as an <eref>, the tag does not have
to be changed since both are fall under the <other> category.)

SOME EXCEPTIONS TO THE GENERAL GUIDELINES
Not all publications fit a particular style category outlined in the AMS guidelines. Here are ones
you’ll come across often and guidelines on how to handle them.
Advances in Geophysics (published by Academic Press)
·

<other>Gillman, D. E., 1963: On the power of “red noise.” Advances in Geophysics, Vol. 20,
Academic Press, 182–190.<other>
Note that for this non-peer-reviewed journal, the journal name is spelled out in full (not
abbreviated), the volume is listed with Vol. and is NOT bold, and the publisher is included.
- 12 -

Please note that Progress in Oceanography is peer-reviewed and is now published by Elsevier, not
Pergamon Press. Set as regular journal (i.e., Prog. Oceanogr., 25, 23–56.). Follow this rule for all
references to the journal, regardless of year.
ííí
J. Geophys. Res., 89D, 120–127.
J. Geophys. Res., 89 (D2), 120–127.
A letter may be included either bold with the volume or lightface and in parens.
J. Geophys. Res., 89D, 120–127. (D is for atmospheres)
J. Geophys. Res., 43C, 64–85. (C is for oceans)
Note that the format for citing J. Geophys. Res. changed in 2002, and issue numbers and/or
series letters are no longer included. For more info, see
W:\DepartmentData\PUBS\Misc\HowToRefAGU.doc.
Tellus, 52A, 163–175.
This journal, like J. Geophys. Res., may have a letter after the volume number.
Atmos. Environ., 30B, 15–29.
This journal, like J. Geophys. Res., may have a letter after the volume number.
Philos. Trans. Roy. Soc. London, A200, 1200–1214.
The letter may come before or after the volume number (both in bold).
Eos, Trans. Amer. Geophys. Union, 78 (Fall Meeting Suppl.), Abstract H21F-8.
For Eos issues listing abstracts for the spring and fall AGU meetings.
Deep-Sea Res.—We will now allow an author to set the journal Deep-Sea Research as either Deep-Sea
Research I or II rather than forcing the A/B series letter next to the volume number: Deep-Sea Res. I,
42, 500–510.
ííí
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Earth Interactions
This is set somewhat like a journal, but “Earth Interactions” is not abbreviated, and since it
is only available online, there is no page range. Instead, the URL is given.
·

Oki, T., and Y. C. Sud, 1998: Design of Total Runoff Integrating Pathways (TRIP)—A
global river channel network. Earth Interactions, 2. [Available online at
http://EarthInteractions.org.]

BAMS Special Sections
Note that the issue number is included.
·

·

Seitter, K. L., and A. S. Powell Jr., 1992: AMS author’s guide. 2d ed. Bull. Amer. Meteor.
Soc., 73 (8), S1–S32.
Bell, G. D., 2003: The 2002 Atlantic hurricane season [in “State of the Climate in 2002”].
Bull. Amer. Meteor. Soc., 84 (6), S19–S29.

Deep-Sea Research
Pre-1979: Journal name is either Deep-Sea Research (Deep-Sea Res.) or Deep-Sea Research and
Oceanographic Abstracts (Deep-Sea Res. Oceanogr. Abstr.)
1979–1992: Series is determined by A or B, so Deep-Sea Res., 15A, 15–29.
1993 and on: If author includes series (I or II), set as Deep-Sea Res. I or Deep-Sea Res. II

Ocean Modelling
This is now a peer-reviewed journal, and is no longer a newsletter edited by Peter Killworth.
Drop “unpublished manuscripts” from 1999 forward; let stand for older references.
Older reference:
· Cox, M. D., 1987: Isopycnal diffusion in a z-coordinate ocean model. Ocean Modelling, 74
(unpublished manuscripts), 1–5.
Newer reference (1999 and on):
· Griffies, S. M., and Coauthors, 2000: Developments in ocean climate modelling. Ocean
Modell., 2, 123–192.

Proc. SPIE
This isn’t a peer-reviewed journal, even though it is in CASSI. It is an article (chapter) in an
edited book:
Smith, A. B., and B. A. Jones, 2007: Article title. Volume title, C. C. Ryder et al., Eds.,
International Society for Optical Engineering (SPIE Proceedings, Vol. XXXX), xxx-xxx.

·

Here is the link for the volume title and editor search: http://spie.org/x573.xml.

The Sea
This is set as a chapter of a volume in a series (see pg. 6). There are 11 volumes and 38
chapters (so far) in this massive series. For a complete list of chapters and editors, go to
W:\DepartmentData\PUBS\MISC\TheSea.doc or
http://www.ametsoc.org/intranet/pubs/styledocs/references/footnotes/thesea.html.
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·

Donelan, M. A., 1990: Air–sea interaction. The Sea, B. LeMehaute and D. M. Hanes, Eds.,
Ocean Engineering Science, Vol. 9, John Wiley and Sons, 239–292.

‘Aha Huliko‘a Workshop series (note that the opening single quotation mark is now used
twice)
A list of the workshop titles and the years they were held can be found online at
http://www.soest.hawaii.edu/PubServices/AhaHulikoa.html.
·

Beckmann, A., 1995: Numerical modeling of time-mean flow at isolated seamounts.
Topographic Interactions in the Ocean: Proc. ‘Aha Huliko‘a Hawaiian Winter Workshop,
Honolulu, HI, University of Hawaii at Manoa, 57–66.

IPCC publications
This falls under the “watch out” category. You may see IPCC listed as the author in a
reference entry, but there are actual people writing or editing these books. You can look for
proper authors at this site (and make sure citations reflect this as well):
http://www.ipcc.ch/pub/reports.htm.
Note that only the title and the first (short) subtitle are needed:
·
·

Climate Change 1995: The Science of Climate Change.
Climate Change 2001: The Scientific Basis.

If author provides the extended title—“Contribution of Working Group...” or “Special
Report of the Intergovernmental Panel…”—these subtitles should be deleted.
·

For a full example, see the Houghton entries in “Frequently Used References.”

Methods in Computational Physics
Another publication to file in the “watch out” category. This is a multivolume book
published by Academic Press, though it is often mistakenly set as a journal by authors.
Use the following example as a guide:
·

Arakawa, A., and V. R. Lamb, 1977: Computational design of the basic dynamical
processes of the UCLA general circulation model. Methods in Computational Physics,
J. Chang, Ed., Vol. 17, Academic Press, 173–265.

Digital Media
The term “digital media” refers to the distribution medium that NSIDC’s data are
distributed in to their users. (Many of their datasets can be distributed in several media types
such as FTP, CD-ROM, DVD, and DLT. So if a dataset has more than one medium for
data distribution, they simply use the term “digital media.”
·

Jackson, T. J., and M. H. Cosh, 2003: SMEX02 watershed soil moisture data,
Walnut Creek, Iowa. National Snow and Ice Data Center, Boulder, CO, digital
media. [Available online at http://nsidc.org/data/nsidc-0143.html.]

Note that not all digital media are associated with a URL. However, if the author does not
provide a Web address, we should still query to determine if there is one.
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Data Serials
Publishing Agency, year: Serial title (italics). Volume number, issue number, total pages.
Storm Data
Before 1994, the publishing agency variated between NOAA and Dept. of
Commerce mainly, but NCDC is the only publisher for volumes for 1994 onward.
·

NCDC, 1998: Storm Data. Vol. 38, No. 4, 46 pp. (or Vol. 38, Nos. 4–7, 62 pp.)

Climate Diagnostics Bulletin
· CPC, 1998: Climate Diagnostics Bulletin. Vol. 41, No. 4, 14 pp.
Follow this style for unrefereed publications/newsletters (include publication info if
applicable):
WOCE Newsletter
· Lumpkin, R., and K. Speer, 2002: Meridional overturning in the N. Atlantic.
International WOCE Newsletter, No. 42, WOCE International Project Office,
Southampton, United Kingdom, 3–5.
CLIVAR Exchanges (International CLIVAR Project Office, Southampton, United Kingdom)
GEWEX News (International GEWEX Project Office, Silver Spring, MD)
ECMWF Newsletter (ECMWF, Reading, United Kingdom)
WOCE Notes (U.S. WOCE Office, College Station, TX)
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FREQUENTLY USED REFERENCES
Batchelor, G. K., 1981: An Introduction to Fluid Dynamics. Cambridge University Press, 615 pp.
Gill, A. E., 1982: Atmosphere–Ocean Dynamics. Academic Press, 662 pp.
Glickman, T., Ed., 2000: Glossary of Meteorology. 2nd ed. Amer. Meteor. Soc., 855 pp.
Holton, J. R., 1992: An Introduction to Dynamic Meteorology. 3rd ed. Academic Press, 511 pp.
Houghton, J. T., L. G. Meira Filho, B. A. Callander, N. Harris, A. Kattenberg, and K. Maskell, Eds.,
1996: Climate Change 1995: The Science of Climate Change. Cambridge University Press, 572 pp.
(*This is an IPCC publication.)
Houghton, J. T., Y. Ding, D. J. Griggs, M. Noguer, P. J. van der Linden, X. Dai, K. Maskell, and C.
A. Johnson, Eds., 2001: Climate Change 2001: The Scientific Basis. Cambridge University Press,
881 pp. (*This is an IPCC publication.)
Huschke, R. E., Ed., 1959: Glossary of Meteorology. Amer. Meteor. Soc., 638 pp.
Johnson, R. H., and W. H. Schubert, 1989: Publication trends in American Meteorological Society
technical journals. Bull. Amer. Meteor. Soc., 70, 476–479.
Kalnay, E., and Coauthors, 1996: The NCEP/NCAR 40-Year Reanalysis Project. Bull. Amer. Meteor.
Soc., 77, 437–471.
Kistler, R., and Coauthors, 2001: The NCEP–NCAR 50-Year Reanalysis: Monthly means CD-ROM
and documentation. Bull. Amer. Meteor. Soc., 82, 247–267.
Levitus, S., 1982: Climatological Atlas of the World Ocean. NOAA Prof. Paper 13, 173 pp. and 17
microfiche.
——, and T. P. Boyer, 1994: Temperature. Vol. 4, World Ocean Atlas 1994, NOAA Atlas NESDIS 4,
117 pp.
——, R. Burgett, and T. P. Boyer, 1994: Salinity. Vol. 3, World Ocean Atlas 1994, NOAA Atlas
NESDIS 3, 99 pp.
Namias, J., 1951: General aspects of extended range forecasting. Compendium of Meteorology, T. F.
Malone, Ed., Amer. Meteor. Soc., 802–813.
Pedlosky, J., 1987: Geophysical Fluid Dynamics. 2nd ed. Springer-Verlag, 710 pp.
Philander, S. G. H., 1990: El Niño, La Niña and the Southern Oscillation. Academic Press, 289 pp.
Stull, R. B., 1988: An Introduction to Boundary Layer Meteorology. Kluwer Academic, 666 pp.
Uppala, S. M., and Coauthors, 2005: The ERA-40 Re-Analysis. Quart. J. Roy. Meteor. Soc., 131, 2961–
3012.
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FREQUENTLY USED REFERENCES (WITH EDIT EXPRESS STYLING)
Houghton, J. T., Y. Ding, D. J. Griggs, M. Noguer, P. J. van der Linden, X. Dai, K. Maskell, and
C. A. Johnson, Eds., 2001: Climate Change 2001: The Scientific Basis. Cambridge
University Press, 881 pp.
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